CAUSES OF NOT MEETING INSPECTION MANDATE

Policy
- Lack of Staff
- Ordinances
- The way it's always been done
- Lack of Prioritization

Methods
- Establishment
- Available times
- Language Barrier
- Access to establishment
- State Forms vs. Local?

Materials
- Language Barrier
- State Forms vs. Local?

People
- Time Management
- Illness
- Easily Distracted
- Staff availability
- Lack of Motivation
- Lack of Staff

Environment
- Distractions
- Weather
- Other Mandates
- Too Many Inspections

DISTRACTIONS
1 – Social Media
2 – Other Co-workers (chat)
3 – Customers chat
4 – Complaints
5 – Emergencies
6 – Perceived Emergencies
7 – OPRA Requests

OTHER MANDATES
A – Septics
B – Wells
C – Diseases
D – Complaints
E – Pools/Camps
F – Tanning
G – Tattoo
H – Massage
I – Animals
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